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Hilton Papagayo Costa Rica  
Resort & Spa, Costa Rica

eXeCuTIVe SuMMarY 
Family Guests are a key segment for the global hospitality industry, and hotels 
and resorts are continually seeking ways to attract and maintain consideration 
from families. as consumer confidence continues to rise and families plan 
vacations that are longer and farther from home, hospitality brands must  
look inward to ensure their offerings are relevant and appealing to parents  
and kids alike. 

Following its 2011 “resorts Trends” Hilton Blue Paper – which assessed the 
deciding attributes of Hilton resorts properties along with the primary types 
of resort Guests and factors that go into choosing a resort vacation – Hilton 
Hotels & resorts now takes a closer look at the needs and preferences of 
family travelers in a new Hilton Blue Paper titled “resort Travel Trends: 
What Families Want,” featuring consumer input from two research studies 
commissioned by the flagship brand of Hilton Worldwide. Hilton resorts is  
a collection of premier properties within the Hilton Hotels & resorts portfolio 
that are designed for travelers seeking relaxation and rejuvenation in the 
world’s most desirable destinations. 

Key findings in this Hilton Blue Paper include: 

•	 Mom serves as the family travel agent – researching travel options 
and seeking advice from trusted sources (including friends and family) 
before booking a family vacation 

•	 While parents want to simply relax and create fond memories while 
vacationing, kids are mostly interested in fun pools and good food

•	 Pools and water activities are the No. 1 resort touch point for parents 
and kids, followed by spacious (and potentially adjoining) guest rooms 
and a variety of dining options 

•	 Kids’ clubs are a highly valued resort amenity for families, as they allow 
kids to have fun with peers and enjoy group activities while parents can 
take advantage of some “me” time and feel confident the kids are in 
good hands

•	 an increasing interest in all-inclusive resorts, with 92 percent of u.S. 
parents and 95 percent of u.K. parents at least “somewhat interested” 
in this resort vacation option

•	 a checklist of parent recommendations for resort vacations that please 
everyone in the family
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HIlTON Blue PaPer

reSOrT TraVel TreNDS:  
WHaT FaMIlIeS WaNT
September 27, 2012

From the landmark Caribe Hilton to Hilton Hawaiian Village® Waikiki Beach 
resort and beyond, Hilton resorts today consists of 75 stunning properties in  
28 countries. Our resorts are located in desirable locations from Florida and 
Hawaii to exotic locales including Mauritius, Seychelles and Bora Bora, with 17 
new resorts in development. 

In 2010, we began to take a closer look at our Hilton resorts portfolio – working  
to create a set of global guidelines and standards that go beyond core Hilton 
brand standards to ensure our resort Guests receive a consistent, first-class 
vacation experience whether floating down a lazy river at Hilton Orlando Bonnet 
Creek or hitting the ski slopes at Hilton Whistler resort & Spa. as our Hilton 
resorts portfolio continues to evolve, we take particular interest in our family 
Guests and ways we can shape and refresh existing offerings in an effort to meet 
and exceed their needs and preferences. 

against this backdrop, we are pleased to share a timely perspective on what 
families want in resort vacations in this Hilton Blue Paper. addressing trends  
in family vacation planning, key resort touch points, desirable destinations, kids’ 
clubs and more, the research we commissioned shines a spotlight on what is 
important to today’s family travelers around the world.

Family travel has always been of great personal interest for me as a father and 
because of the many years I worked on property at some of our great Hilton 
resorts in arizona. I hope you find this Blue Paper to be a valuable resource  
and also encourage you to view other Hilton Blue Papers covering trends within 
the hospitality and travel industries via our Hilton Global Media Center at  
http://news.hilton.com.

Sincerely, 

Dave Horton
Global Head
Hilton Hotels & resorts

Hilton Seychelles Northolme 
Resort & Spa, Seychelles
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September 27, 2012

The typical family is constantly on the go. Between work, school, household 
responsibilities and extra-curricular activities, families are in constant 
motion and have less time than ever before. Vacations are an invaluable 
opportunity for today’s families to reconnect and recharge. With a wide range 
of properties in sought-after destinations around the world, our Hilton resorts 
portfolio has grown to offer families dynamic vacation options that suit every 
family’s needs and desires.

Based on two new research studies that share valuable insight into family 
travel trends and motivations, this latest report in the Hilton Blue Paper series 
examines what is important – and likewise what is not – to family travelers 
around the world. The consumer research we commissioned included a survey 
to more than 1,200 respondents in the u.S. and u.K. conducted in June and 
July of 2012, and also 20 in-depth focus groups that separated parents and 
kids in November 2011 in New York, los angeles, atlanta, london  
and Shanghai.

With the holiday travel season fast approaching, I am excited to share 
this Hilton Blue Paper that offers a timely outlook on family resort travel 
– including perspectives on how decisions are made, the most important 
services and amenities for families, the importance of kids’ clubs and global 
relevance of all-inclusive resorts, and much more – and think its findings 
are as insightful as they are useful. To learn more about the Hilton resorts 
portfolio, search our resort locations and view press materials, please visit 
http://news.hilton.com/resorts.  

Best regards, 

Bonnie Campagnuolo
Senior Director – Global Brand Marketing 
Hilton Hotels & resorts 
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SeCTION ONe
FaMIlY VaCaTION PlaNNING

 
Key TaKeaways: 

•	 Moms are primary planners and decision-makers
•	 Most trips planned within six months of departure
•	 Parents and kids have differing resort vacation goals
•	 Top desired vacation destinations span u.S.a. and continental europe 

 

TraVel aGeNT MOM

From research to booking and even packing everyone up for the trip, in families where 
a mom is present, mom runs the show when it comes to resort vacation planning. 
resorts that seek a family audience should tailor their communications strategy and 
messaging toward moms and emphasize their family-friendly services and amenities. 
Moms gravitate toward resort experiences that offer the following:

•	 a kids’ club

•	 Multiple pool areas 

•	 Multiple restaurants, a wide variety of dining choices and healthier options

•	 activities for all to enjoy

•	 Spacious accommodations and adjoining rooms

That said, moms are generally open to suggestions and preferences from other family 
members. While good food options are important to dad, the top priority for kids is  
a fun pool to play in. Moms take each of these preferences into account.

Outside of the home, word-of-mouth is the most valuable resource used by mom 
in planning a resort vacation. While Internet research is integral in obtaining basic 
information, nothing is more powerful than a personal reference from a friend,  
co-worker or other family member. recommendations from a trusted source make 
mom feel safe in choosing a resort, restaurant or local activity that has been previously 
put to the test by someone they know. When it comes to selecting the vacation 
destination, top factors include checking it off the family “wish list,” familiarity with 
the destination and kids’ requests.  
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Hilton Ponce Golf & Casino Resort, 
Puerto Rico



VaCaTION PlaNNING PrOCeSS

There is an indirect relationship between the length of time taken to plan a family 
vacation and the amount of money spent on one. Generally speaking, the lower the 
available budget for the trip, the longer the trip takes to plan. This is especially true  
in cases where families want to use mileage and/or rewards program points.

The typical family vacation takes somewhere between two weeks and 12 months to 
plan, with about half of families booking between three and six months before their 
trip. The most popular planning time is after the Christmas holidays and, in the u.S., 
the spring tax return season, though some families begin planning their next trip as 
soon as they return home from their most recent one. Families who wait until the last 
minute do so either out of necessity (time off from work is not known far in advance), 
due to time constraints (too busy to focus on in advance) or because they seek last-
minute discounts or other savings.
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Hilton Vilamoura As Cascatas Golf 
Resort & Spa, Portugal
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A year or more in advance:
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Three to 6 months:

One to 2 months:

Less than a month:

U.S.A. U.K.
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reSOrT VaCaTION GOalS

In selecting a vacation destination, parents and kids have differing goals – both of 
which inform the vacation planning process. While parents mostly seek relaxation  
and creating memories of family togetherness, kids want to visit a place with good 
food and fun pools.

TOP DeSIreD VaCaTION DeSTINaTIONS

u.S. parents most frequently noted Hawaii and Orlando, Fla., as their most desired 
family vacation destination. u.K. parents also had Orlando at the top of their list but 
were also interested in Disneyland Paris or a family trip to Italy.

Hilton Virginia Beach  
Oceanfront, U.S.A.

SeCTION TWO
KeY TOuCH POINTS aT  
FaMIlY reSOrTS

Key TaKeaways: 

•	  Pools and water activities are most important for parents and kids
•	  Spacious and adjoining guest rooms 
•	  Food for varying tastes
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U.S.A. U.K.

Hawaii - 67% Orlando - 48%

Disneyland Paris - 35%

Italy - 32%

Mallorca - 27%

Dubai - 22%

Indian Ocean Islands - 22%

Spain (outside Mallorca) - 22%

Egypt - 21%

Thailand - 19%

Other - 4%

Orlando - 56%

Grand Canyon - 28%

Southern California - 24%

Continental Europe - 23%

Washington, D.C. - 17%

London - 17%

Paris - 13%

Indian Ocean Islands - 9%

Other - 12%

DESIRED VACATION DESTINATIONS 



DIVING IN

a kid-friendly pool, multiple pool areas and access to water activities are top resort 
vacation considerations for parents and children alike.

GIVe uS SPaCe

regardless of the size of the family, space is a precious commodity that everybody 
wants more of. It’s difficult for families to feel relaxed in a confined setting, so families 
want enough space – and separation – to maintain some level of privacy. 

Since parents and kids are typically not on the same schedule especially when it comes 
to sleeping, both agree that some degree of separation in the guest room is important.  
a separate place for younger kids to be put to bed early as needed or for older kids to 
watch their favorite television shows can make nighttime a much more pleasant hotel 
experience for families.

Taking all of this into account, moms are excited when a hotel can offer guaranteed 
adjoining rooms – especially when the second room is offered at a significant discount. 
Families are also interested in hotels that offer a “family room” option for their 
adjoining rooms, where the kids’ room is locked and exit-proof to alleviate the fear that 
kids could leave their room at any time while parents are asleep or otherwise occupied.

Within their rooms, families would love to see things like board games, coloring books 
and crayons, DVD players with a selection of family movies, video game consoles 
and more to keep the kids entertained during their time in the room. Small kitchen 
appliances are also of interest to many families who prefer not to have to find the 
restaurant or vending machine when on the hunt for a drink or small snack.
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Hilton Marsa Alam Nubian  
Resort, Egypt
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IMPORTANT AMENITIES FOR CHILDREN 
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Water activities

Age appropriate activities

Multiple pools

Video game area

Kids’ club

Dining variety / multiple restaurants

Live entertainment

In-room movies/entertainment

Kids’ bu�ets

Poolside food and beverage

O�-property excursions

Kids’ welcome amenity

Room service



DINING OPTIONS

Good vacation dining experiences for parents and kids almost always reference a quick 
meal and a variety of choices (in many cases buffet style), that are offered in a kid-
friendly restaurant with a kid-friendly staff. Negative experiences involve bad food, a 
limited kids’ menu, slow service, long waits and unpleasant wait staff.

Parents and kids make the following suggestions for a pleasant family meal while  
on vacation:

•	 Variety: plenty of options for all

•	 Fast service: reservations that limit the wait time for buffet-style restaurants 

•	 entertainment: beyond crayons and a menu to color on, all are in agreement 
that some form of distraction helps to keep the kids in their seats

•	 larger tables: a table for four doesn’t cut it for larger families, especially those 
vacationing with extended family 

 
“I want a big, spacious eating area, with tables for more  

than four people. I don’t like it when we’re all  
cramped at the table.”  

                 —  Lorna, mom in London, U.K.

“Need to have kid-friendly foods, distractions  
and speed (get in and get out).” 

                — Tracey, mom in New Jersey, U.S.A.

a variety of kids’ menu options are also being demanded by families. While tried–and-
true kids’ menu items – such as burgers, fries, pizza and spaghetti – are appreciated, 
kids and parents would like to see an overhaul of kids’ menus. 

With ever-expanding palates, kids are more willing than ever to experiment with a 
variety of foods, especially in a vacation environment. Parents also like the idea of 
their children expanding their culinary horizons while on vacation, and are increasingly 
asking for more variety in addition to healthier options for their children. Parents are 
not, however, willing to pay adult prices and potentially waste a large amount of food  
if the “experiment” fails. 

Families agree that meals would be more pleasant if there was a wider variety to 
choose from, and one solution that more hotels can institute is a kid-specific buffet. 
This idea is well-received by families as it allows kids to choose not only what they 
want but also how much they want, and it also provides a “safe” way for kids to try  
new foods. 

another option for hotels to consider is kid portions of more “adult” meals, offering 
more exciting entrée choices at a reasonable price while allowing kids to feel more 
grown-up at the dinner table.
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Hilton Bora Bora Nui Resort & Spa, 
French Polynesia
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SeCTION THree 
KIDS’ CluBS

 
Key TaKeaways: 

•	 Kids’ clubs are a valuable service and a benefit to the entire family
•	 Families want diverse programming and activity options
•	 length of stay important for kids’ club usage 

 

Parents and kids unanimously agree that kids’ clubs are a great service for a family 
resort. Parents recognize that fun with peers is just as important for kids as fun 
with family, and kids are generally aware that mom and dad need time to do “boring, 
grown-up” things. While most families don’t want to spend entire days apart, they are 
comfortable with parting ways for a few hours at a time.

“I like the kids’ clubs. Not just because they are having fun, but  
it gives me and my partner time to sit down and chat without  

having to look around after them.” 
     — Ausula, mom in London, U.K.

“It gives them something to do besides swimming  
and hanging out. You can only take so much swimming,  

and what do you do when the weather is bad?” 

     — Alyssa, mom in New Jersey, U.S.A.

Moms need to be assured that kids’ clubs:

•	 Have certified, background-checked staff members who like working with kids, 
are youthful and energetic (but not too young) and (for parents from the u.S. and 
u.K.) speak english

•	 appear to be safe, and are not tucked away in a remote corner of the resort and 
have an ironclad way of keeping track of who is coming and going at all times

•	 Offer parents a way of checking in with each other throughout the day, such  
as walkie talkies or text messages

Kids most seek in their kids’ club experience:

•	 Pool time and water activities

•	 Fun foods

•	 VIP feeling and special treatment

Families are looking for a wide variety of fun and engaging activities that offer kids 
new experiences that they wouldn’t have the opportunity to engage in at home. locally 
inspired activities are also of interest to families, as well as activities that the entire 
family can participate in together.

When considering whether or not to use a kids’ club, parents often judge the club by the 
number of non-sedentary activities offered. Parents are less likely to enjoy guiltless time 
to themselves if they know their kids are sitting inside watching television or playing 
video games, but they will happily escape when they are confident their kids  
are enjoying a variety of fun, engaging activities.

Hilton Marco Island Beach  
Resort and Spa, U.S.A.
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KIDS’ CluB BeNeFITS

a kids’ club benefits the entire family in a variety of ways:

leNGTH OF STaY

Parents’ interest in utilizing a resort kids’ club is directly related to the length of their 
overall stay. In general, parents are less likely to sign up their kids if the total stay is 
less than five days, but find that stays of a week or longer are perfect opportunities  
to use kids’ clubs. 

regardless of vacation duration, parents are interested in having their children 
participate in a “kids’ night out” while on-property – where kids get to hang out with 
other kids for a more non-traditional evening event, activity or party – as long as the 
activity is perceived as being fun. examples include a movie night, ice cream social or 
on-property scavenger hunt.

KeY CONSIDeraTION #1: SaFeTY

Before a parent will even consider a kids’ club, it must be deemed safe.  
a “safe” kids’ club is:

•	 New: the rooms and equipment can’t be run down

•	 Secure and accessible: the club should be centrally located, rooms should have 
windows and parents should be able to access the location at any time

•	 Clean: no dust, dirt or grime; toys must be disinfected 

employees are also an important consideration:

•	 Staff must be energetic and trustworthy, and neither too young (teenagers)  
or too old (retirees)

•	 Background checked and certified in child care

•	 Fluency in english is a must

•	 a mix of male and female staffers is ideal

•	 The staff-to-child ratio must be developmentally appropriate 

Hilton Rose Hall Resort  
& Spa, Jamaica 

KIDs BeNeFITs

Chance to be a kid

Chance to make new 
friends

Get to be in charge of their 
own vacation

learning about local 
culture while having fun

PaReNT BeNeFITs

Freedom to be a spouse/
adult

Guiltless relaxation

Joy of knowing kids are 
enjoying themselves

Chance to engage in 
activities not made for kids 
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KeY CONSIDeraTION #2: FleXIBIlITY

Once deemed safe, the kids’ club must be flexible enough to fit into a family’s vacation 
plans. Ideally, families should be able to access the club whenever they like, for 
however long they like, without incurring additional charges if their plans change.

Kids’ clubs should be open from early in the morning until late at night, but certain 
times of day are better suited for kids in general:

•	 early morning: younger kids are particularly ready for action, but their parents 
are lingering over coffee and breakfast

•	 late afternoon: after spending 5+ hours with family, kids and parents are 
typically ready for a break

•	 Dinner time: tweens and teens especially would rather have fun than linger over 
a long meal, and parents like the idea of a romantic dinner without the kids

•	 Kids’ Night Out: tweens are excited to socialize and “party,” while kids like  
the idea of watching movies and eating ice cream with kids their own age

KeY CONSIDeraTION #3: DIVerSe 
PrOGraMMING aND aCTIVITY OPTIONS

It is important that kids want to engage in kids’ club programming. an ideal day would 
offer a range of activities that include the following options:

•	 Indoor: arts and crafts, movies, video games

•	 Outdoor: sports, pool, beach

•	 Competitive: individual or team based

•	 Social: dances, ice cream socials, movie nights

This does, however, amplify the need for families to get clear daily schedules in 
advance. Kids want to know what the options are and give some thought to their 
choices, while parents want to be able to plan their all-family activities around the kids’ 
club schedule. Parents may also wish to join their children for certain activities, when 
that is an option.

Parents and kids have a universal desire for kids’ club programming and activities to:

•	 appeal to different age groups and be age-appropriate 

•	 Offer a wide variety of activities to choose from

•	 Present new and unique activities that kids could not normally do at home

•	 Include activities the whole family can do together

•	 Offer prizes or incentives for activity participation and competitions

Top 10 kids’ club activities of interest:

Hilton Niseko Village, Japan

•	 Pool and beach activities

•	 Outdoor games

•	 Make your own ice cream sundae

•	 Movie and popcorn party

•	 Make your own pizza

•	 arts and crafts

•	 Sports

•	 T-shirt painting

•	 Video games

•	 Wii tournament
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Three in four respondents noted they would be interested in participating in kids’  
club activities with their children while on a family vacation. The following are the  
top activities of interest to parents: 

•	 Pool and beach activities

•	 Outdoor games

•	 Beach walk

•	 Off-site excursions

•	 Make your own ice cream sundae

PaYMeNT PreFereNCe

Parents are most interested in utilizing a kids’ club when the cost is included in the room 
rate. Well over two-thirds of u.S. respondents (69 percent) and nearly three-fourths of 
u.K. respondents (74 percent) preferred this option. a complimentary kids’ club along 
with a same-time parental usage of the resort spa or golf course was also appealing to 
many parents.

KIDS’ CluBS – aCCOrDING TO KIDS

“You can make friends that you can play with  
at the swimming pool.” 

 — Chloe, 10-year-old girl in the U.K.

“It’s like someplace when your parents want to  
go do something and take a break without you. It’s a  

place where there’s toys and a pool and you can color  
and draw pictures too.” 

           — Joshua, 8-year-old boy in Los Angeles, U.S.A.

“Kids’ clubs sound fun because you get to do things  
that you are into and you don’t have to do what your  

parents are into and you aren’t.” 
         — Selena, 8-year-old girl in New Jersey, U.S.A.

“You get to do fun things that you couldn’t do at home  
and they play really creative activities.” 

             — Victoria, 9-year-old girl in Los Angeles, U.S.A.

“My parents get annoying and if the kids’ club  
was in the evening, they couldn’t find me.” 

                   — Zhao Shin Yun, 7-year-old girl in Shanghai, China

Hilton Whistler Resort  
& Spa, Canada



SeCTION FOur
“MuST HaVe,” “NICe TO HaVe” aND 
“DON’T WaNT”

While a kid-friendly pool is noted by both parents and kids as a top “must have” for a 
great vacation resort experience, there are also some notable differences in what each 
group finds most important.

additional differences arise when looking at results across the u.S., u.K. and China:

TOP “MuST HaVeS”
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Hilton Myrtle Beach  
Resort, U.S.A.

“MUsT HaVe” FOR PaReNTs

Kid-friendly pool

Adjoining rooms

Activities to do with kids

Half-day kids’ camp

“NICe TO HaVe” FOR PaReNTs 

Special amenity for kids in-room

Scavenger hunt

*“Family Room” 

 *adjoining rooms, with lock on kids’ room

“DON’T waNT” FOR PaReNTs

Bunk beds

Kids’ turn-down service

“MUsT HaVe” FOR KIDs

Special amenity for  
kids in-room

Kid-friendly pool

Kids’ buffet

Mommy & Me spa

“NICe TO HaVe” FOR KIDs

Activities to do with parents

Children’s television

*“Family Room”

Scavenger hunt 
 

*adjoining rooms, with lock on kids’ room

“DON’T waNT” FOR KIDs

Babysitting

Sports-themed kids’ camp

Check-in experience for kids

Full-day kids’ camp

GLOBAL

Kid-friendly pool

adjoining rooms

Kids’ buffet

U.S.A.

Kid-friendly pool

adjoining rooms

Kids’ night out

U.K.

Kid-friendly pool

Half-day kids’ 
camp

Full-day kids’ camp

CHINA

Scavenger hunt

Special in-room 
kids’ amenity

Kids’ buffet
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SeCTION FIVe
all-INCluSIVe reSOrTS
 
all-inclusive resorts offer a well-balanced and stress-free vacation experience for 
everyone in the family, making it easier to relax and be truly carefree. In addition to 
offering something for everyone, all-inclusive resorts eliminate the need for parents to 
think about the cost of every little thing the family may need from arrival to departure.
 

“I think the whole point of going to a resort is  
everything is done. You’re not pulling out your wallet  

all the time and it’s just easy. You don’t have  
to constantly be planning.” 

   — Cindy W., mom in Los Angeles, U.S.A.

“Five stars – all-inclusive delivers a great, balanced  
family and adult vacation!” 

   — Tracey, mom in New Jersey, U.S.A.

a majority of parents in the u.S. and u.K. express considerable interest in all-inclusive 
resort vacations, with very few showing no interest. This interest also does not differ  
for the age or number of children in a family.

Parents emphasize the importance of all-inclusive resorts covering everything during  
a family vacation, ranging from activities to meals and drinks – with no hidden fees.

Beyond all-inclusive resorts, when it comes to amenities and services included in  
a resort stay, breakfast is the most valued inclusive item followed by resort activities,  
a supervised kids’ club, Internet access and lunch or dinner.

Hilton Waikoloa Village®, U.S.A. 
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SeCTION SIX
PareNT reCOMMeNDaTIONS

SeCTION SeVeN
aCKNOWleDGeMeNTS 

research Sources:

QuaNTITaTIVe CONSuMer SurVeY  
AUgUST 2012
1,238 u.S. and u.K. respondents 
Commissioned by Hilton Hotels & resorts / DPa, a division of Digital research, Inc.

QualITaTIVe CONSuMer FOCuS GrOuPS 
DeCember 2011
 “First-Class Fun for the Whole Family: understanding What Families Want from Their 
resort experiences” 
Commissioned by Hilton Hotels & resorts / Smarty Pants llC, a youth and family 
market research and consulting firm

additional data, insights and design in this Hilton Blue Paper was provided by the following 
contributors:

Bonnie Campagnuolo, senior director, global brand marketing, Hilton Hotels & resorts
John Forrest ales, senior director, global brand public relations, Hilton Hotels & resorts
Murphy O’Brien Public Relations
Mitchell Communications Group

environmental considerations were important in the design and production of this document. An electronic version is 
available at http://news.hilton.com.

The following is a primary checklist of what properties should consider when  
trying to attract family travelers: 

 5 Variety: focus on providing a wide variety of activities – for adults, kids and 
entire families

 5 Rooms: spacious rooms are a must-have for families

 5 Food: families need food options that are both FaST and eaSY, with lots of 
choices 

 5 Kids’ club: flexibility is key – flexible activities and timing with lots of choices

 5 awareness: send a list of things for families to do prior to Guest arrival – 
include adult, kid and all-family activities plus any special features offered 
during the family’s stay

 5 Facilities: maintain a kid-friendly and safe environment while still including 
luxury touches and updates; ensure that facilities are clean and modern

 5 Don’t forget parents!: happy kids are just one component of happy parents, 
so be sure to offer adult activities and options as well

 5 Pricing: all-inclusive, when offered, really should mean “all” – including 
activities and NO hidden fees

Hilton Dalaman Sarigerme  
Resort & Spa, Turkey



aBOuT
HIlTON reSOrTS

Hilton resorts is a collection of premier properties within the Hilton Hotels & resorts portfolio that is designed for travelers 
seeking relaxation and rejuvenation in the world’s most sought-after destinations. This distinguished group of 75 properties 
located throughout 28 countries encompasses specific requirements above and beyond Hilton brand standards. Throughout 
the Hilton resorts portfolio, vacation options are available for every occasion from weddings and honeymoons to anniversaries, 
meetings and conventions, romantic getaways and annual family reunions. Hilton Hotels & resorts is the flagship brand of  
Hilton Worldwide.

QuICK FaCTS

FOr FurTHer INFOrMaTION 
CONTaCT:

John Forrest ales, Hilton Hotels & resorts: 
+1 703 883 5212 | johnforrest.ales@hilton.com 

Niki Jensen, Murphy O’Brien (for Hilton): 
+1 310 586 7122 | njensen@murphyobrien.com 

Louise Harris, Golley Slater (for Hilton): 
+44 0207 255 6461 | lharris@golleyslater.co.uk

George Gu, Ketchum Shanghai (for Hilton): 
+86 21 6353 2288 | george.gu@knprsh.com

View other Hilton Blue Papers and learn more about  
Hilton resorts at http://news.hilton.com. 

NOTaBle aWarDS

Hilton Orlando Bonnet Creek
Best Hotels, u.S. News & World report, 2012
T+l 500 World’s Best Hotels, Travel + Leisure, 2012
 
Hilton waikoloa Village®
T+l Family World’s Best Hotels for Families,
Travel + Leisure, 2012
Top 15 Hawaii Golf resorts, Condé Nast Traveler, 2012
 
Hilton Luxor Resort & spa
Travelers’ Choice awards, Tripadvisor, 2012
 
Hilton Bora Bora Nui Resort & spa
Travelers’ Choice awards, Tripadvisor, 2012
 
Hilton Moorea Lagoon Resort & spa
Travelers’ Choice awards, Tripadvisor, 2012
 
Hilton sa Torre Mallorca Resort
Hot list, Condé Nast Traveler Spain, 2011

learn more at www.hilton.com/resorts  
and http://news.hilton.com/resorts. 
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